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Used in laptop and desktop computers, low-end servers, and mobile devices, Serial ATA (Advance Technology Attachment), or
SATA, is the pervasive disk storage technology in use today. SATA has also penetrated the enterprise computing environment by
adding hardware components for fail-over, extending command processing capabilities, and increasing device performance and
link speeds. If you work in a data center or manage your company’s storage resources, you will likely encounter storage solutions
that require SATA software or hardware. In this book, leading storage networking technologist David Deming presents a
comprehensive guide to designing, analyzing, and troubleshooting any SATA or SATA Express (SATAe) storage solution. Written
by an engineer, this book is for those who aren't afraid of digging into the technical details. It explains how SATA/SATAe powers
data center applications and how it influences and interacts with all protocol layers and system components. This book covers all
of the tasks associated with installing, configuring, and managing SATA/SATAe storage applications. If you are a test engineer,
design engineer, system architect, or even a technically skilled gamer who likes to build your own systems, this book will answer
your technical questions about SATA/SATAe. With this book, you should have everything you need to implement a SATA or
SATAe storage solution.
The bestselling CompTIA A+ reference and test preparation guide--fully revised for the new 2012 exam topics Written by the
leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, the new edition of this trusted resource offers complete, up-to-date
coverage of CompTIA A+ exams 220-801 and 220-802. You’ll find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips,
practice exam questions, and in-depth explanations. Prepare for the exams with confidence! McGraw-Hill is a Gold-Level
CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized CompTIA Approved Quality Content to give you the competitive edge on exam
day. This comprehensive guide also serves as an essential on-the-job reference after certification. Covers all exam objectives,
including how to: Work with CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards, power supplies, and other PC components Install,
configure, and troubleshoot hard drives Manage input devices and removable media Install, upgrade, and troubleshoot Windows
XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 Troubleshoot all common PC problems Install video and multimedia cards Work with
smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices Install and configure wired and wireless networks Connect to the Internet Protect
your PC and your network Install, configure, and manage printers Work with virtualization technologies Understand safety and
environmental issues Electronic content includes: Practice exams for 801 & 802 with hundreds of questions More than one hour of
free video training from Mike Meyers A collection of Mike’s latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and utilities
This concise guide covers every edition of Windows 7 in Visual QuickStart style, with plenty of screenshots, numbered steps, tips,
and sidebars. You'll learn how to use new and updated features, including the redesigned taskbar; jump lists; libraries; federated
search; desktop gadgets; window-management shortcuts; and the improved versions of Internet Explorer, Mail, Messenger, Photo
Gallery, Movie Maker, and Media Player. You'll also find information on setup; installation; upgrading from other Windows
versions; troubleshooting; hardware; and organizing your documents, music, photos, and videos. Laptop and mobile users will
learn how to connect from the road, jump onto a public wireless network, and conserve battery power. Author Chris Fehily also
walks you through setting up a network or homegroup, connecting to the internet, configuring routers and firewalls, and hooking up
printers and other devices. You'll learn how to use security features to protect your PC and network and share files while keeping
personal stuff private.
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Mike Meyers, the leading authority on CompTIA A+ training and certification, has helped
hundreds of thousands of people master the skills covered on the CompTIA A+ exams--and now he can help you, too. Completely
updated for the new CompTIA A+ standards, Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+(R) Guide: PC Technician will help you pass CompTIA A+
exams 220-602, 220-603, and 220-604 and become an expert computer technician. Inside, you'll find helpful on-the-job tips, endof-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of photographs and illustrations. Learn how to: Work with CPUs, RAM, and
motherboardsConfigure CMOS and BIOS settings Install internal devices and removable-media drivesProvide proper power and
cooling Install and configure hard drives Work with the command-line interfaceTroubleshoot Windows 2000 Professional and
Windows XP Work with portable PCs, PDAs, and wireless technologies Install sound and video cards Install and troubleshoot
printers Connect to networks and manage Internet connectionsImplement security measuresEstablish good communication skills
The CD-ROM features: Two full practice exams for each CompTIA A+ exam: 220-602, 220-603, and 220-604 One hour of
LearnKey video training featuring Mike Meyers teaching key CompTIA A+ topics Electronic copy of the bookComplete exam
objective mapList of official CompTIA A+ acronymsUseful tools and utilities for PC technicians Each chapter includes: Learning
objectives Photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This! and Cross Check exercises Tech tips, notes, and warnings
End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Mike Meyers, the leading authority on CompTIA A+ training and certification, has helped
hundreds of thousands of people master the skills covered on the CompTIA A+ Essentials exam--and now he can help you, too.
Completely updated for the new CompTIA A+ standards, Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+® Guide: Essentials will help you pass
CompTIA A+ exam 220-601 and become an expert hardware technician. Inside, you'll find helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter
practice questions, and hundreds of photographs and illustrations. Covers all CompTIA A+ Essentials Exam Topics, Including:
CPUs and RAM CMOS and BIOS settings Expansion bus Motherboards Power supplies Hard drives Removable media Windows
2000 Professional and Windows XP Input/output ports Video cards Portable PCs, PDAs, and wireless technologies Printers
Networks Security The CD-ROM Features: Two full practice exams covering the CompTIA A+ Essentials exam One hour of
LearnKey video training featuring Mike Meyers teaching key CompTIA A+ topics Electronic copy of the book Complete exam
objective map List of official CompTIA A+ acronyms Useful tools and utilities for PC technicians Each Chapter Includes: Learning
objectives Photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This! and Cross Check exercises Tech tips, notes, and warnings
End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects
This step-by-step, highly visual text provides you with a comprehensive introduction to managing and maintaining computer
hardware. Written by best-selling author and educator Jean Andrews, A+ GUIDE TO HARDWARE, Sixth Edition closely integrates
the CompTIA A+ Exam objectives to prepare you for the hardware portions of the 220-801 and 220-802 certification exams. The
new Sixth Edition also features extensive updates to reflect current technology, techniques, and industry standards in the dynamic,
fast-paced field of PC repair. Each chapter covers both core concepts and advanced topics, organizing material to facilitate
practical application and encourage you to learn by doing. Supported by a wide range of supplemental resources to enhance
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learning—including innovative tools, interactive exercises and activities, and online study guides—this proven text offers an ideal
way to prepare you for success as a professional PC repair technician. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Written by Mike Meyers, the #1 name in A+ training, this manual features 40 labs that challenge you to solve real world problems
by applying the concepts youâ¬"ve learned.

The Lab Manual for A+ GUIDE TO MANAGING AND MAINTAINING YOUR PC, 5th Edition, is a valuable tool designed
to enhance your classroom experience. Lab activities, objectives, materials lists, step-by-step procedures, illustrations,
review questions and more are all included.
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, this
instructive, full-color guide will help you pass CompTIA A+ exam 220-801 and become an expert PC technician. Mike
Meyers’ CompTIA A+ Guide to 801: Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Fourth Edition is completely up to date with the
new CompTIA A+ standards. Inside, you’ll find helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds
of photographs and illustrations. End-of-chapter solutions and answers are only available to instructors and do not
appear in the book. Learn how to: Work with CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards, power supplies, and other PC
components Work with PCs safely using the proper tools Install and configure hard drives Manage input devices and
removable media Install video and multimedia cards Install and configure wired and wireless networks Connect to the
Internet Manage and maintain portable PCs Install, configure, and manage printers Protect your PC and your network
Build and customize specialized PCs Electronic content features: Practice exams for 801 with hundreds of questions An
“Introduction to CompTIA A+” video by Mike Meyers Links to Mike’s latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools
and utilities Each chapter includes: Learning objectives Photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This! and
Cross Check exercises Key terms highlighted Tech Tips, Notes, and Warnings Exam Tips End-of-chapter quizzes and
lab projects
The Lab Manual is a valuable tool designed to enhance your lab experience. Lab activities, objectives, materials lists,
step-by-step procedures, illustrations, and review questions are commonly found in a Lab Manual. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Presents information on choosing and buying computer components along with recommendations on specific brands and
models.
Provides more than forty lab exercises, step-by-step scenarios, questions, and quizzes covering such topics sas PC
components, Microsoft Windows, the DOS command line, and common error codes.
This step-by-step, highly visual text provides a comprehensive introduction to managing and maintaining computer
hardware and software. Written by best-selling author and educator Jean Andrews, A+ Guide to IT Technical Support,
9th Edition closely integrates the CompTIA+ Exam objectives to prepare you for the 220-901 and 220-902 certification
exams. The new Ninth Edition also features extensive updates to reflect current technology, techniques, and industry
standards in the dynamic, fast-paced field of PC repair and information technology. Each chapter covers both core
concepts and advanced topics, organizing material to facilitate practical application and encourage you to learn by doing.
The new edition features more coverage of updated hardware, security, virtualization, new coverage of cloud computing,
Linux and Mac OS, and increased emphasis on mobile devices. Supported by a wide range of supplemental resources to
enhance learning with Lab Manuals, CourseNotes online labs and the optional MindTap that includes online labs,
certification test prep and interactive exercises and activities, this proven text offers students an ideal way to prepare for
success as a professional IT support technician and administrator. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Is your ultimate goal to have more customers come to your Web site? You can increase your Web site traffic by more
than 1,000 percent through the expert execution of Pay Per Click Advertising. With PPC advertising you are only drawing
highly qualified visitors to your Website! PPC brings you fast results and you can reach your target audience with the
most cost effective method on the Internet today. Pay per click, or PPC, is an advertising technique that uses search
engines where you can display your text ads throughout the Internet keyed to the type of business you have or the type
of products you are promoting. Successful PPC advertising ensures that your text ads reach the right audience while
your business only pays for the clicks your ads receive! The key to success in PPC advertising is to know what you are
doing, devise a comprehensive and well-crafted advertising plan, and know the relationships between your Web site,
search engines, and PPC advertising campaign methodology. This new book will teach you the six steps to a successful
campaign: Keyword Research, Copy Editing, Setup and Implementation, Bid Management, Performance Analysis,
Return on Investment, and Reporting and Avoiding PPC Fraud.
The Solaris operating system, along with related Sun products likeJava, is one of the most reliable and scalable platforms
on whichto build e-commerce products, and on which to support all networkedservices. Yet, one problem that potential
users face is finding outmore information about what Solaris offers. In a sense, they want toknow how much technical
work is involved in migrating to Solaris,and what kind of philosophy Solaris is based on.To answer these questions,
Solaris 8 Administrator's Guidecovers all aspects of deploying Solaris as a network server, includingboth basic and
advanced network services. Given newfound interest inSolaris as an enterprise network operating system, this guide is
aimedsquarely at supporting enterprise-level services. It's written forexperienced network administrators who want an
objective guide tonetworking with Solaris, and covers installation on both the Inteland Sparc platforms. With it, you will
learn how to setup Solaris asa file server, application server, and database server.In its coverage of advanced topics,
Solaris 8 Administrator's Guideoffers examples of configuration files and the installation of third-partysoftware packages.
This comprehensive book also contains more conceptualand difficult material that is absent from other Solaris reference
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manuals.At all points, emphasis is placed on issues like evaluating the security,scalability, and reliability of specific
software packages--at the expenseof providing detailed coverage of every available package.The book covers the
practical experience and new skills needed to understandthe impact of new services and new software products on
existing server systems.Author Paul Watters--a recognized authority on Solaris--avoids so-called"historical" services, like
UUCP, which can easily fill chapters but arenot commonly found in today's production environments. Indeed, he
doesn'tbother to provide an in-depth history of Solaris or UNIX at all, assumingthat you can find this material elsewhere.
Instead, the practical focus ison supporting relevant contemporary networking technologies.Solaris 8 Administrator's
Guide provides you with a third-party viewthat not only praises Solaris, but is critical and realistic in its assessment.This
book is for experienced Solaris Administrators as well as and those lookingto migrate to this operating system.
TechnoSecurity's Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics provides IT security professionals with the information
(hardware, software, and procedural requirements) needed to create, manage and sustain a digital forensics lab and
investigative team that can accurately and effectively analyze forensic data and recover digital evidence, while preserving
the integrity of the electronic evidence for discovery and trial. Internationally known experts in computer forensics share
their years of experience at the forefront of digital forensics Bonus chapters on how to build your own Forensics Lab 50%
discount to the upcoming Techno Forensics conference for everyone who purchases a book
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by CompTIA certification and training expert Mike Meyers, this
instructive, full-color guide will help you pass the CompTIA A+ Practical Application exam and become an expert PC
technician. Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide: Practical Application, Third Edition is completely up to date with the latest
CompTIA A+ standards. Inside, you'll find helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of
photographs and illustrations. Covers all CompTIA A+ Practical Application exam topics, including: CPUs and RAM
Motherboards Power supplies Hard drives Windows command line Windows maintenance, troubleshooting, and security
Input/output ports Video and multimedia Portable computing Printers Local Area Networking Wireless technologies
Internet Computer security The CD-ROM features: Practice exam for 220-702 300+ chapter review questions New video
introduction to CompTIA A+ One-hour video training segment Mike's favorite PC tools and utilities Searchable e-book
Each chapter includes: Learning objectives Full-color photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This! and
Cross Check exercises Tech tips, notes, and warnings End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every issue
is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical articles
that enthusiasts crave.
??????????????,??????????????????????,?????76????????????????????????????,???????,????????????????????
This step-by-step, highly visual text provides a comprehensive introduction to managing and maintaining computer
hardware and software. Written by best-selling author and educator Jean Andrews, A+ GUIDE TO MANAGING AND
MAINTAINING YOUR PC closely integrates the CompTIAA+ Exam objectives to prepare you for the 220-801 and
220-802 certification exams. The new Eighth Edition also features extensive updates to reflect current technology,
techniques, and industry standards in the dynamic, fast-paced field of PC repair. Each chapter covers both core concepts
and advanced topics, organizing material to facilitate practical application and encourage you to learn by doing.
Supported by a wide range of supplemental resources to enhance learning—including innovative tools, interactive
exercises and activities, and online study guides—this proven text offers an ideal way to prepare you for success as a
professional PC repair technician. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by CompTIA certification and training expert Mike Meyers, this
instructive, full-color guide will help you pass the CompTIA A+ Essentials exam and become an expert hardware
technician. Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide: Essentials, third edition is completely up to date with the latest CompTIA
A+ standards. Inside, you'll find helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of photographs
and illustrations. Covers all CompTIA A+ Essentials exam topics, including: Operational procedure CPUs and RAM
CMO's and BIOS settings Expansion bus Motherboards Power supplies Hard drives Removable media Windows 2000,
Windows XP, and WIndows Vista Input/output ports Video cards Portable PCs, PDAs, and wireless technologies Printers
Networks Security Troubleshooting The CD-ROM features: Practice exam for 220-701 400+ chapter review questions
New video introduction to CompTIA A+ One-hour video training segment Mike's favorite PC tools and utilities Searchable
e-book Each chapter includes: Learning objectives Full-color photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This!
and Cross Check exercises Tech tips, notes, and warnings End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects
Virtual, hands-on learning labs allow you to apply your technical skills using live hardware and software hosted in the
cloud. So Sybex has bundled CompTIA IT Fundamentals labs from Practice Labs, the IT Competency Hub, with our
popular CompTIA IT Fundamentals (ITF+) Study Guide: Exam FC0-U61, 2nd Edition. Working in these labs gives you
the same experience you need to prepare for the CompTIA IT Fundamentals FC0-U61 that you would face in a real-life
setting. Used in addition to the book, the labs are a proven way to prepare for the certification and for work in theIT field.
Information Technology is not just about what applications you can use; it is about the systems you can support. The
CompTIA IT Fundamentals certification is an introduction to the skills required to become a successful systems support
professional, progressing onto more advanced certifications and career success. The Sybex CompTIA IT Fundamentals
Study Guide covers 100% of the exam objectives in clear and concise language and provides you authoritatively with all
you need to know to succeed in the exam. Along with gaining preventative maintenance skills, you will also develop the
tools to complete troubleshooting and fault resolution and resolve common issues experienced by the majority of
computer systems. The exam focuses on the essential IT skills and knowledge needed to perform tasks commonly
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performed by advanced end-users and entry-level IT professionals alike, including: Identifying and explaining computer
components Setting up a workstation, including conducting software installations Establishing network connectivity
Identifying compatibility issues and identifying and preventing security risks Managing the safety and preventative
maintenance of computers Practical examples, exam highlights and review questions provide real-world applications and
uses. The book includes Sybex's interactive online learning environment and test bank with an assessment test, chapter
tests, flashcards, and a practice exam. Our study tools can help you prepare for taking the exam--and increase your
chances of passing the exam the first time! And with this edition you also get Practice Labs virtual labs that run from your
browser. The registration code is included with the book and gives you 6 months unlimited access to Practice Labs
CompTIA IT Fundamentals Labs with 32 unique lab modules to practice your skills.
This Lab Manual is designed to accompany the A+ Guide to Hardware, Second Edition and provides additional hands-on
practice need to succeed in industry. This Lab Manual is also an excellent resource to use to prepare for CompTIA's
2003 A+ Core Hardware certification exam.
Building a PC is the most coolest thing that a person can do. It might seem a bit intimidating but it's not! Using this guide
people are going to be able to plan and build a PC according to their needs and preferences in a painless manner. The
guide informs people the entire process of building a PC from choosing and getting components, to assembling the PC. It
includes tips and suggestions on the process of assembling a PC and gives the person recommendations on selecting
the appropriate components to install in their build.
Demonstrates the enhanced features of Windows 2000 Professional while explaining how to optimize the system for
different business applications and discussing network design and installation, security, and operating system
mangement.
Mike Meyers, one of the premier computer and network skills trainers, delivers a learning system designed to explain key
IT principles in an easy-to-understand format. This well-written volume reinforces A+ Core Exam certification objectives
and prepares students to work in the real world by applying networking concepts to solve real business problems. Plus,
provides teachers with a way to assess student knowledge and reinforce learned concepts.
The GeekaWhat guide to picking the best PC Parts, budget big or small - this booklet will help you choose with an
extremely detailed run down of all the PC Parts you could possibly need or want! Picking parts can often be a very
daunting prospect, with our full tutorial it makes it a doddle! Covering not only necessary parts but also optional extras to
increasingly enhance your PC experience on a day to day basis.
Information Technology is not just about what applications you can use; it is about the systems you can support. The
CompTIA IT Fundamentals certification is an introduction to the skills required to become a successful systems support
professional, progressing onto more advanced certifications and career success. The Sybex CompTIA IT Fundamentals
Study Guide covers 100% of the exam objectives in clear and concise language and provides you authoritatively with all
you need to know to succeed in the exam. Along with gaining preventative maintenance skills, you will also develop the
tools to complete troubleshooting and fault resolution and resolve common issues experienced by the majority of
computer systems. The exam focuses on the essential IT skills and knowledge needed to perform tasks commonly
performed by advanced end-users and entry-level IT professionals alike, including: Identifying and explaining computer
components Setting up a workstation, including conducting software installations Establishing network connectivity
Identifying compatibility issues and identifying and preventing security risks Managing the safety and preventative
maintenance of computers Practical examples, exam highlights and review questions provide real-world applications and
uses. The book includes Sybex's interactive online learning environment and test bank with an assessment test, chapter
tests, flashcards, and a practice exam. Our study tools can help you prepare for taking the exam???and increase your
chances of passing the exam the first time!
BUILD IT. FIX it. OWN IT. A Beginner’s Guide to Building and Upgrading a PC Build It. Fix It. Own It. is the ultimate beginner’s
guide to building and fixing your own PC. With a friendly, knowledgeable tone, this book shows the beginning PC builder
everything he or she needs to know to build a computer or upgrade an existing one. We step you through the parts that lurk inside
a PC, from the motherboard and power supply to the CPU, memory, hard drive, video card, sound card, and networking hardware.
In each case, you will learn how the hardware works, what it does, what types of hardware are available, and what to look for
when buying the hardware. Then we walk you step-by-step though a series of PC building projects. We show you how to build five
different types of PC: a basic business PC, a home theater PC, a high-performance PC, a killer gaming PC, and a budget PC. And
if building a new PC from scratch isn’t in your budget, we show you how to resurrect an old PC by swapping out a few key
components. When you have your PC built and running, we show you how to set up a wireless network and the BIOS and
maintain your new rig. Build It. Fix It. Own It. is the ultimate PC builder’s guide, even if you’ve never ventured inside a PC case
before! Author Bio Paul McFedries is one of the industry’s most well known and respected technical writers and is a passionate
computer tinkerer. He is the author of more than 70 computer books that have sold more than three million copies worldwide. His
recent titles include the Sams Publishing books Windows Vista Unleashed and Windows Home Server Unleashed and the Que
Publishing books Networking with Microsoft Windows Vista, Formulas and Functions with Microsoft Excel 2007, Tricks of the
Microsoft Office 2007 Gurus, and Microsoft Access 2007 Forms, Reports, and Queries. Paul also is the proprietor of Word Spy
(www.wordspy.com), a website devoted to tracking new words and phrases as they enter the English language. Category
Hardware Covers PC Hardware User Level Beginner—Intermediate
Discover a comprehensive introduction to IT technical support as Andrews/Dark/West's COMPTIA A+ GUIDE TO IT TECHNICAL
SUPPORT, 10E explains how to work with users as well as install, maintain, troubleshoot and network computer hardware and
software. This step-by-step, highly visual best-selling approach uses CompTIA A+ Exam objectives as a framework to prepare you
for 220-1001 and 220-1002 certification exams. Each chapter covers core and advanced topics while emphasizing practical
application of the most current technology, techniques and industry standards. You study the latest hardware, security, Active
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Directory, operational procedures, basics of scripting, virtualization, cloud computing, mobile devices and Windows 10 as you
prepare for success as an IT support technician or administrator. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, this
instructive, full-color guide will help you pass CompTIA A+ exams 220-801 and 220-802 and become an expert hardware
technician. Mike Meyers’ CompTIA A+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Fourth Edition is completely up-to-date with
the new CompTIA A+ standards. Inside, you’ll find helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of
photographs and illustrations. Answers and solutions to the end-of-chapter sections are only available to instructors and are not
printed inside the book. Learn how to: Work with CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards, power supplies, and other PC
components Install, configure, and troubleshoot hard drives Manage input devices and removable media Install, upgrade, and
troubleshoot Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 Troubleshoot all common PC problems Install video and multimedia
cards Work with smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices Install and configure wired and wireless networks Connect to the
Internet Protect your PC and your network Install, configure, and manage printers Work with virtualization technologies
Understand safety and environmental issues Electronic content features: Practice exams for 801 & 802 with hundreds of questions
One hour+ of free video training from Mike Meyers A collection of Mike’s latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and
utilities Adobe Digital Editions free eBook download (subject to Adobe's system requirements) Each chapter includes: Learning
objectives Photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This! and Cross Check exercises Key terms highlighted Tech
Tips, Notes, and Warnings Exam Tips End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, this
instructive, full-color guide will help you pass CompTIA A+ exam 220-802 and become an expert PC technician. Mike Meyers'
CompTIA A+ Guide to 802: Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Fourth Edition is completely up to date with the new CompTIA A+
standards. Inside, you'll find helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of photographs and
illustrations. End-of-chapter solutions and answers are only available to instructors and are not printed inside the book. Learn how
to: Troubleshoot CPUs, RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards, power supplies, and other PC components Implement and
troubleshoot hard drives Install, upgrade, maintain, and troubleshoot Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 Work with the
Registry and understand the Windows boot process Work with Ethernet and TCP/IP Implement and troubleshoot wired and
wireless networks Manage and maintain portable PCs Work with smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices Troubleshoot
printers Secure PCs and protect them from network threats Work with virtualization technologies Electronic content features:
Practice exams for 802 with hundreds of questions An "Introduction to CompTIA A+" video by Mike Meyers Links to Mike's latest
favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and utilities Adobe Digital Editions ebook—free download (subject to Adobe system
requirements) Each chapter includes: Learning objectives Photographs and illustrations Real-world examples Try This! and Cross
Check exercises Key terms highlighted Tech Tips, Notes, and Warnings Exam Tips End-of-chapter quizzes and lab projects
Presents step-by-step instructions for building a PC along with buying advice for videocards, soundcards, speakers, DVD drives,
and other components.
Create your maximum PC with the Maximum PC Ultimate Performance Guide. This 350 page guide is full of succinct, practical
advice that you can use to build, supercharge and customize your PC. You will learn your PC from the outside-in, including how to
choose the best case and hardware, how to tweak your PC settings to maximize performance and how to customize and exploit
the features of your Windows operating system. This book truly is your ultimate guide to everything you need to know about your
PC and it is the only one endorsed by the top name in PC hardware technology, Maximum PC.
NOTE: The name of the exam has changed from IT Fundamentals to IT Fundamentals+ (ITF+). However, the FC0-U61 exam
objectives are exactly the same. After the book was printed with IT Fundamentals in the title, CompTIA changed the name to IT
Fundamentals+ (ITF+). We have corrected the title to IT Fundamentals+ (ITF+) in subsequent book printings, but earlier printings
that were sold may still show IT Fundamentals in the title. Please rest assured that the book content is 100% the same. The
ultimate study guide for the essential entry-level IT cert! The CompTIA IT Fundamentals Study Guide: Exam FC0-U61, Second
Edition is your ideal companion for comprehensive exam preparation. Covering 100 percent of the latest exam objectives, this
book contains everything you need to know to pass with flying colors—the first time! Clear, concise language breaks down
fundamental IT concepts to help you truly grasp important concepts, and practical examples illustrate how each new skill is applied
in real-world situations. You’ll learn your way around hardware and software, conduct installations, and connect to networks to get
a workstation up and running smoothly; you’ll also develop the knowledge base needed to identify compatibility and security
issues, mitigate risks, and conduct all-important preventative maintenance that keeps the end-user problem-free. The CompTIA IT
Fundamentals certification validates your skills as a systems support specialist, and gets your foot in the door to a successful IT
career. This book is your ultimate preparation resource, with expert guidance backed by online tools to take your preparation to the
next level! Master 100 percent of Exam FC0-U61 objectives Learn real-world applications and practical on-the-job skills Know
what to expect with exam highlights and review questions Access online study tools including flashcards, chapter tests, a practice
exam, and more! The IT department is instrumental in keeping any organization on its feet. As support staff, you will be called
upon to assess and repair common problems, set up and configure workstations, address individual issues, and much more. If you
decide to continue on to more advanced IT positions, the CompTIA IT Fundamentals certification is a great springboard; if you’re
ready to launch your career, the CompTIA IT Fundamentals Study Guide offers complete, practical prep to help you face the exam
with confidence.
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